Synthesis and characterization of stable organosols of silver nanoparticles by electrochemical dissolution of silver in DMSO.
Stable organosols of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) without any capping agents have been synthesized by an electrochemical dissolution of a sacrificing silver electrode in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The peak at 425 +/- 5 nm observed in the UV-vis spectra was attributed to the surface plasmon resonance for silver. The formation of nanoparticles of silver was confirmed by X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD). In TEM, three ranges of particle size were observed, namely, 3.75 +/- 0.8, 6.25 +/- 0.5, and 9.25 +/- 0.3 nm. The correlation among these sizes was explained by a new model based on a droplet coalition. Based on that, sizes correlation fits very well in the empirical formula 5d(1)(3)n' + (3 - n')d(2)(3) = d(3)(3) where d(1), d(2), and d(3) are three sizes of particles and n' is an integer having values 0, 1, 2, 3, .... The sols prepared in DMSO were stable against flocculation for months. An unusual solution stability without any capping agents was attributed to the formation of Ag(I)DMSO complex on particle surface, which was confirmed by FTIR, fluorescence spectroscopy, and thermal analysis.